because Web search and navigation are still underdeveloped. Although Web publishing is increasingly successful, it still requires too much time and effort to precisely locate specific information. This process is often tied to traditional solutions developed outside the Web scenario-for example, information retrieval (IR) models over hypertext rather than simple text documents. Moreover, even during navigation, users have limited freedom because the links Web sites provide express the information providers' perspective rather than the users' information needs. This means Web content is still underused. For example, searching portals managed according to humancentered policies still relies on traditional (that is, non-Web-inspired) technologies. We cannot easily personalize navigation paths according to the users' information needs as long as specialized professionals are charged with the design, content, and authoring News agencies offer a meaningful example of this IR problem. Most newspaper portals deliver news streams by enrichment and topical categorization. News Web sites also associate previously released news items with new items as related texts. Related news links aim to increase the browsing capability and to speed up the search process. These news items are usually found by a combination of search methods that involve keyword matching and text clustering. The related news section generally includes news items that deal with the same people (such as George W. Bush, Stanley Kubrick, or Ronaldo), events (such as the Venezia Cinema Festival), or locations (such as Pakistan, Seattle, or Salt Lake City) as the initial article. However, this bag-of-words model does not provide any explicit (logically meaningful) representation for the people or events justifying the links. Related news lists are usually accepted by editorial boards, as in the case of Financial Times, where the related stories are called Editor's Choice. The cost of this phase is strictly dependent on the accuracy of the applied retrieval methods. However, this is a critical issue because there is no significant way to judge a link without an explanation. Consequently, it is difficult for end users to know if a related link will interest them. This method is subject to obvious bias in the delivery process (editors might emphasize material according to strategic, economic, or political agendas), and users are left no real freedom. Although user profiles can explicitly describe user interests, there is no way to trace inferences over the information the technology offers.
We suggest a new scenario. Imagine a Webpublishing portal where news is categorized and enriched by extracting explicit representations of its content (hereafter, objective representation [OR]), links among news items exist according to their ORs, and users can explicitly describe their information needs in conceptual profiles that constrain news categories and links.
The main idea is that different classes of users (for example, company managers versus journalists) can select similar categories via different linking policies. When link types differ, a portal could make different hypertext documents available for the related user classes.
The Namic system, 1 cation and hyperlinking system based an a knowledge-based approach to IE, embodies most of these ideas. Although we certainly have not achieved the full dream of the Web as a global knowledge network with Namic, it represents an effective experience toward truly content-aware management and delivery of Web information. We have achieved a knowledge-based approach to intelligent hyperlinking and publication by exploring a natural language (NL) driven approach to knowledge modeling, extraction, and dissemination through the Web. The current Namic prototype applies various technologies and represents a cost-effective approach to designing and developing a large-scale multilingual information extraction system. Rapid-prototyping methods (such as semiautomatic learning for IE) make our proposed framework also appealing for other realistic applications and domains.
Complexity of news delivery
The scenario we just depicted is certainly closer to the initial ideas about the Web as a universal network of knowledge. However, it still requires an in-depth analysis because it introduces additional complexity that is hard to characterize at first glance.
Content-aware news delivery
The Web publishing application we proposed in the introduction seems able to support the following steps:
1. Represent user needs via an explicit (logical) model. 2. Detect and express relevant information in texts through language analysis. 3. Store the logical representation of this information with the news items as metadata. 4. Search through metadata and detect potentially related facts (for example, the same people involved in similar events). 5. Store an explicit representation for each discovered link, including all those elements that provide a general explanation. 6. Match user interests against links-that is, deliver links only when they are in agreement with user preferences (the publication of a given news item n implies only the delivery of those news items m (π n) related to it by links of interest).
This scenario requires an advanced treatment of user profiling with a deeper analysis of news items with respect to quantitative methods. Notice how a news item is processed once (step 2) and that its delivery is personalized on demand (step 6) by applying userspecific constraints to its content and potential links. The application builds links (step 4) as they are justified in general by the objective content of two texts (as obtained in step 2). Then, a site can show them according to the specific emphasis that a user provided. As a result, this framework supports generating more than one hypertext structure over the same document stream. Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the overall process. Figure 1a suggests the news preprocessing phases. During these phases, we extract the OR from each news item and generate all the valid links (steps 2 through 4). Typical ORs include events and facts of interest in the target domain. For example, we extract Company Asset facts when news informs about trends in a company's assets. We also assign different types (Greek letters) to the links. For example, a type like α can stand for Asset Trends, suggesting links between two news items discussing variations in the asset of the same company. (We can think of a link type as a rule defined over ORs; if the rule is satisfied by the facts of two target news items, then the application traces a new link among them.) Figure 1b shows two instances of the resulting user-specific hypertext document (the results of step 6). The figure represents users A and B with alternative link types α and β, δ, and γ; respectively. (A set of link types is a disjunctive formula; a link between a filtered news item y and some other item x is accepted if and only if its type is a member of the set-that is, x will be shown among the related news of y.) The consequence of the two definitions is that the hypertext documents built over the same document set (described in Figure 1a ) differ. Even if the source documents y of the two networks are the same (see the documents represented by double frames in Figure 1b) , the links made available differ and some documents x are no longer reachable (see the gray documents in Figure 1b) . Thus, we have two kinds of filtering in place. After we apply topical (or categorical) document filtering, links represent a further extension of the retrieved texts where user profiles imply other constraints (that is, link types). This increases user freedom because it enables link filtering-more related documents x become available but coherently with the specified user interests. This process is especially complex because Web publishing is geographically distributed and news agencies usually deal with texts in different countries. When different languages are present, objective representation of texts might reflect information in a language-specific way. Metadata needed to support the matching between user needs and texts/links are thus necessary to be expressed in a language-independent form.
Role of human-language technologies
The growing availability of tools and resources for natural language processing (NLP) has recently inspired the development of large-scale linguistic technologiesincluding IE or question answering-considered unfeasible until a few years ago. Moreover, multilingual resources (for example, EuroWordnet 2 ) also create the opportunity for cross-linguistic scenarios.
Notice that the more complex the support a given NLP system is expected to provide to the final user (as, for example, in multilingual document search and browsing), the higher the complexity of the involved (and necessary) linguistic abilities. Information retrieval, 3 or document retrieval (DR) as it is in practice, is still widely used because it is robust and simple, letting users access documents by means of a set of keywords or phrases. However, the extension to higherlevel tasks is not simple. For example, filtering links according to conceptual definitions of user needs discloses the DR's limits due to its easy implementation. For example, a bag-of-words approach would be unable to distinguish between the role played by a given company in related facts described in different news.
For example, "IBM's subsidiary Foo Inc. is going to enter the Asia market" versus "IBM started a new advertising campaign in India." It is evident here that more information is needed for a clear distinction between the role of the involved companies. The two fragments are not related even though they deal with similar facts because IBM is not the agent in the first fragment. Such a detection depends critically on matching the correct relationships among the text elements, and sets of words are unable to support this. This situation requires extracting such information from target documents and representing it in user profiles.
We thus expect this explicit representation formalism to systematically describe the target information's key elements together with the corresponding relationships in the texts. The bundle of information expected is often incomplete and scattered throughout an entire text because it depends on the author's purpose. Moreover, in general, it is also uncertain whether it obeys temporal constraints or is conditional to other information. Nevertheless, even partial matching enables numerous improvements in an information access scenario. First, isolated elements or relationships provide more expressive indexes than words (such as enabling Boolean queries and questions such as "Which companies are expanding in which market?").
Knowledge-based IE
Two general approaches are particularly dominant in IE technology. Knowledge-based IE methods use a representation of the domain (usually called the world model) as a basis for building a text representation during processing. In the world model, people, places, and events mentioned in texts are stored and related during processing. The LaSIE (LArge Scale Information Extraction) system 4 is such an example. Within LaSIE, the world model is an ontological representation of events and objects for a particular domain or set of domains, and as such, it is made up of a set of event and object types with their attributes. The event types characterize a set of relevant events in a particular domain and are usually represented in a text by verbs. Object types, on the other hand, are best thought of as characterizing people, places, or things and are usually represented in a text by nouns (both proper and common). When they are part of an IE system, instances of these types are found in the texts and related to their type in the world model. Furthermore, those instances that refer to the same thing are linked together, or coreferred. Co-reference is a major subtask within IE, and researchers have shown knowledge-based methods to be effective. TextNet, 5 another relevant knowledge-based IE system, extends the world model by applying inheritance and abduction over lexical semantic networks (for example, WordNet 6 ) for information matching and extraction.
Shallow IE models use large quantities of data to derive mappings from surface forms to templates. 7, 8 Automatic techniques are used to automatically acquire extraction rules from large domain-specific corpora, often partially annotated by human users and uploaded into the IE engine. The benefits are largely in the time it takes to have an initial working system and the breadth of coverage such a system can achieve. In fact, we can improve loss of precision in early development stages by exploiting larger corpora and adding limited generalization through electronic thesauri. The question is whether the proposed models are useful for our target Web scenario. Because shallow methods are unable to support higher levels of inference or generalization and must be retrained almost from scratch for different languages, they do not satisfy most of the needs of our enterprise. The best approach seems to be a knowledge-based extraction system that uses rapid-prototyping techniques and large corpora to acquire data. We can then use this data in an inference engine. This results in an IE-based system on systematic logical representation, inference, and adaptation technologies supporting the rapid prototyping of the world model for new domains.
Namic system
We have pursued these ideas in Namic. .) The complexity of this IA framework requires a modular architecture that integrates robust IE for text processing, multilingual event matching, and linking. In Namic, the aim is to extract relevant facts from the news streams of large European news agencies and to provide hypertext structures within cross-lingual streams. Namic is a distributed object-oriented system where services are provided by independent components that allow asynchronous communication. All the servers are Java objects within a Corba architecture with integrated libraries written in different languages (such as C, C++, and Prolog). We have specified the communication interfaces among the components via Extensible Markup Language document type definitions (DTDs), reflecting current standards in the news business process.
Independent news streams for the differ-ent languages (English, Spanish, and Italian) are input to specific linguistic processors responsible for text processing and event matching of independent text units in each stream. Linguistic processors produce an OR (see Figure 2 ) for each source text that describes the relevant events in a languageneutral form. The metadata the OR provides drive the later authoring activity phases. In particular, the hyperlinking engine carries out the linking process within and among the three monolingual streams. Figure 2 shows a simplified data diagram of the system. The language processors are composed of a morphosyntactic component responsible for morphological and grammatical recognition in the three languages (Eng, Ita and Spa MS) and of the eventmatching component (EM). Notice that EMs reference a unified world model including the ontological information required for event matching. The lexical interfaces provided by language-specific wordnets support a common semantic framework for word interpretations. Finally, we implemented the specific publication layer of Namic as a Webbased browsing server-that is, the Multilingual Hypernews Engine-that supports instantiation and visualization of user-specific hypertext documents.
Multilingual IE
The key targets of an IE system are events and objects-that is, facts and participants that will be used to justify hyperlinks. Conference is also a necessary component, as named entities and their referent expressions bring important information. In Namic, the world knowledge is represented using the XI crossclassification hierarchy 9 as an adaptation of the model proposed for LaSIE. 4 The resulting XI-based hierarchy is an ontology. It associates nodes with attributes and supports inheritance, processing a text work by populating the initially bare world model with those instances and relationships mentioned and converting it into a discourse model specific to the particular text. The entire process of event matching in Namic is thus designed as a LaSIE-like discourse-processing task.
The discourse processor module maps the syntactic graphs produced by the morphosyntactic component (MS) into a representation of instances, their ontological classes, and their attributes. The application then applies an effective conference algorithm to attempt to resolve, or in fact merge, the newly added with the current instances. Merging involves removing the least-specific instances (the highest in the ontology) and merging all known attributes. This results in a single instance with several attributes and active relationships in the texts.
Event detection then proceeds by matching the domain events (as described in the world model) with the matched relationships instantiated in the text. These involve the verbs (as potential realizations of event types) and some object types (that characterize the participants).
Ontological information. The large sets of object and event types we use in the Namic discourse-processing component are shared among different languages. The Namic ontology consists of about 40 predefined object types (mainly supporting auxiliary reasoning over text units, such as paragraphs or sentences) extended with nearly 1,000 objects that correspond to EuroWordNet Base Concepts. 2 EuroWordNet, 2 a common semantic framework, is a multilingual lexical knowledge base (KB) with wordnets for several European languages (including Italian and Spanish). The wordnets are structured in the same way as the English WordNet, 6 developed at Princeton, in terms of synsets (sets of synonymous words) with basic semantic relationships between them.
Each wordnet represents a unique languageinternal system of lexicalizations. ally, the wordnets are linked to an interlingual index (ILI) based on the Princeton WordNet. With this index, synsets in one language are mapped to the Princeton WordNet. Languages are thus interconnected so that it is possible to go from words in one language to words in any other language; they even refer to their meaning (synsets in a languagespecific wordnet), and these are mapped through the ILI toward the target language. In Namic, base concepts are included in the world model as object types, thus providing a common semantic framework for nouns of all the involved languages. EuroWordNet supports lexical semantic inferences (such as word interpretation and generalization), broad multilingual (lexical and semantic) coverage, and a common interlingual platform for event representation. Figure 3 provides an excerpt of the Namic ontology. It shows the branch of the object hierarchy representing the concept "person" in a "financial scenario." This includes companies and people, and the figure shows the involved Princeton WordNet hyperonimy relationships. (Hyperonimy is a semantic relationship in WordNet that corresponds [roughly] to the is_a relation between a synset and its more general parents in the resulting network. Hyperonimy, due to possible multiple parents for a synset, gives rise to a multiple inheritance hierarchy.) Here concepts derived from WordNet are described in terms of their name (the list of synset members) and unique number (the WordNet ID as offset in the data files). The lower layer represents the instances of concept types that are added to the model during discourse processing. They thus inherit properties from the hierarchyfor example, because IBM is a social group, it can buy other social groups.
In this way, the WM ontological structure lets us represent event types, which are constraints over object types-that is, selectional restrictions expressed via synsets in the ILI. We thus apply a language-independent system of lexical semantic constraints. We can use the obtained representation (the metadata in the terminology from the "Content-aware news delivery" section) to trace inferences over texts, irrespective of their source language. Thus, the overall multilingual IE process coherently supports the linking component (the hyperlinking engine in Figure 2 ). Event-matching process. We can give an overview of the event-matching activity by tracing the process throughout the different system modules. First, texts are fully analyzed by the corresponding parser. English and Italian parsing are carried out within the Chaos parsing framework. 10 Chaos is a lexicalized and modular parser applying lemmatization, POS tagging, named-entity recognition, chunking, and clause boundary detection. The parser's output is a redundant dependency graph (called the Extended Dependency Graph in the Roberto Basili, Maria Teresa Pazienza, and Fabio Zanzotto paper 10 ) including chunks connected by weighted arcs expressing possibly ambiguous grammatical relationships. Weights range in the (0,1) interval expressing the ambiguity of each deleted relationships-the higher the ambiguity, the closer the score to 0. We then use the set of graphs obtained from a given document in the later phases to feed the discourse interpreter. Words in the main syntactic categories (for example, nouns) receive multiple senses from the EuroWordNet. Namic maintains ambiguity and carries out disambiguation during event matching.
We then activate the discourse interpreter (DI) over semantically annotated dependency graphs. We can sketch the main DI cycle over a document d as follows:
Let DM(d) = Ø % build an empty document model. For every sentence s in the document:
Add object and event instances found in s to DM(d).

Draw all the consequences implied by
the world model and the current DM(d) (for example, by propagating properties for inheritance). This process relies entirely on the semantic framework of event types constrained over EuroWordNet synsets. From one side, these embody a semantic dictionary for object types so that, for example, companies receive their own synset in the object hierarchy-in other words, a kind of social group. On the 66 computer.org/intelligent IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS N a t u r a l L a n g u a g e P r o c e s s i n g other side, synsets support the description of attributes of event types. For example, given a type e for the selling events, among its possible attributes, we can declare consequences as follows:
( e(x) ٙ subject(x, y) ٙ "social group"(y) ٙ object(x, z) ٙ "social group"(z) ) % The fact that X is an e event and % the subject y is a social group % and the object z is a social group % implies the following template ===> template (x, "Acquisition/Selling", [
This rule lets the system match text sentences like "Intel buys Vortex" and automatically deduce that it has found an event of "Acquisition/Selling" because semantic requirements are met-that is, Intel and Vortex are both social groups. Here, these semantic constraints on the subject and object of verbs are EuroWordNet synsets. Notice how event types are related to verbs so that the type e in the example is ontologically related to the verbs buy, acquire, and sell as well. This guarantees (by inheritance) that the rules are written once for a wider set of phenomena and text structures-for example, "Vortex is acquired by Intel, Vortex has been sold (to Intel)."
To derive the correct template, it is necessary that realized grammatical relationships involve the suitable words (and their corresponding concepts in DM(d)). Noun types (or objects) refer to the EuroWordNet and generalize across languages. Rules like the one defined in the example thus have a general validity across languages; minor changes are necessary to control argument shifting from one language to another.
Finally, the contribution of co-reference to this process lets the system match grammatical relationships even when the referent and the co-referred elements span different sentences in the discourse.
Adaptivity in Namic.
We have already discussed the world model's fast prototyping as a critical success factor for knowledge-based IE systems. This is valid for LaSIE and thus for Namic, where we have applied a semiautomatic learning process to develop the event-type hierarchy and event-matching rules in the world model. Event types express meanings of some verbs that reflect similar syntactic or semantic behavior in texts. The idea behind automatic learning of event rules is that similarity among frequent (lexical semantic) behaviors of verbs provides important evidence of the corresponding events'relevance. By observing syntactic contexts and generalizing them appropriately, we can induce information on the latter phenomena.
Here we have applied learning methods first introduced by Roberto Basili, Maria Teresa Pazienza, and Michele Vindigni 11 to derive lexical semantic verbal patterns. (This is based on grammatical evidence coming from the corpus and the Princeton WordNet.) The result is a set of semantic interpretations of domain verbs as subcategorization schemes extended with selectional constraints. Rules and patterns are expressed in terms of Princeton WordNet synsets (obtained via verb argument generalization through the Princeton WordNet). As an example, patterns like the rule we discussed in the previous section are derived automatically. (See the article by Roberto Basili and his colleagues 11 for details on the learning algorithms.) In Namic, we carry out a further inductive step by applying a clustering algorithm to verb semantic patterns. This provides • A set of clusters characterized by one or more patterns that are shared among the verb v members (for example, v ∈{buy, acquire, sell}).
• Patterns that capture meaningful aspects of the intended process or events. For example, (v; [Agent : "social group"; Object : "social group"]). These provide operational inferences applicable to texts during event recognition-that is, eventmatching rules.
The pattern induction and the verb clustering are both automatic processes. A validation phase is then carried out to analyze the patterns that express the important aspects of the domain events and to accept or reject the system generalizations. The outcome of the first step is the support to the organization of the event hierarchy's higher levels; the exploration of relevant corpus examples that the system provides through the derived clusters suggests general types. Such data-driven analysis has led to the design of the 12 most general event types, which we report in Table 1 . Once the upper level is available, the learning system validates clusters and assigns the corresponding patterns to suitable event types with their corresponding rules being compiled in the world model. As an example, a pattern such as (v, [Agent : "social group", Object : "social group"]) for the verb cluster {buy, acquire, sell} is accepted and mapped as a property of type Acquisition/Selling event (1-1). It will let the system match Acquisition/Selling events in sentences such as "Intel buys Vortex." Notice, again, that social group is a base concept in the Princeton WordNet and can be shared among the different languages across the ILI. Translating rules into Italian and Spanish does not require major changes or modifications of the event hierarchy. Also, we do not need to change the semantic primitives used as constraints (Princeton WordNet base synsets). Validation of grammatical relations postulated by patterns is instead required to control argument projections that can differ among languages.
Hyperlinking in Namic
The result of event recognition in Namic provides objective representations (metadata) useful for linking. Hyperlinking is the activity of deciding how two news items relate according to their corresponding metadata. The metadata is richer because it refers to semantic interpretations of text fragments. Figure 4a shows the relationship among news items dealing with the same fact. However, we must also capture the kind of causal connection like the one in the example in Figure  4b ; here the acquisition activity of a company might imply changes in its share values-that is, cause is the motivation of the depicted link.
The first link type (same event) is independent of the particular knowledge domain. A partial unification of the resulting event templates might determine the link. This is an easy example of insufficient treatment. On the contrary, the causal relationship is treatable only if explicit knowledge is available in the world model. In Namic, we can express linking rules via a logical formalism in line with the discourse processing framework (the XI). We can link two documents if the corresponding events in their metadata (OR) are related. Thus, links are traced as semantic constraints over the logical representations of events, or templates. The full expressivity of the world model is helpful here because it lets us use the same primitives (object and event types) as constraints. For instance, we can define the rule for capturing the hyperlink relationship h among the events in Figure "social_group").
The semcheck/2 primitive here lets us verify that the involved agents can both be generalized as social_groups. Consequently, whenever e i ∈ D i and e j ∈ D j are in the h relationship, this also implies an hyperlink between the underlying documents, D i and D j , respectively:
Therefore, it is possible for multiple links to act as explanations of the binary associations between two documents. The linking engine operates over a newly published news item. It selects available (that is, less recent) items within a temporal window and detects links (with motivations) that are then uploaded in the repository. Links are thus available for matching with user profiles and are selected and shown dynamically during user browsing.
Namic prototype
The Namic prototype currently uses a Webbased user interface and a number of objectoriented servers-Java packages exchanging information through XML data structures. After parsing and event matching has been applied by the MS and EM components, news metadata are made available. The authoring service ensures that the suitable links are generated over these latter within a temporal window-it checks the less recent news items from previous hours and stores all potential links separately from the news items. (The time window depends on the application scenario of the different users'business cases.) When a registered user accesses the Namic service, the Multilingual Hypernews Engine proposes the recently published article, which fits the user's topical categorization profile, together with all the valid links. Valid links are here generated dynamically by matching stored links with the user linking profile. Figure 5 shows the 68 computer.org/intelligent IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS N a t u r a l L a n g u a g e P r o c e s s i n g MHNE GUI during a typical user session. The focus is on a new article in English derived from the EFE stream. The left column shows a list of filtered articles. The topmost news items in the list is the current focus. The frames in the middle-lower window report two lists of news related to the focus article; the upper frame suggests less recent news items, and the lower frame refers to the more recent ones. Some of these articles are in Italian because the system has performed linking across languages. The first, less recent news is eco247_1012; the rightlower frame shows an explanation of the link motivation. The current focus (that is, the EFE news dealing with the Milan Stock Exchange) refers to a gain in value of the Finmeccanica shares. The related news item (the Ansa text eco247 1012) deals with the same company and has thus been listed as related. Finally, the upper frame on the right shows the less-recent texts related to the eco247 1012 news. In this way, two levels of browsing are always available to the user.
To capitalize the outcome of the Namic event matcher (without overloading the news browser), the user can also ask to visualize the enriched version of each news items. Figure 6 shows the fact browser's pop-up window. Here we can see the focus news. NE entities matched are in bold, and paragraphs related to matched events are underlined. The right frame gives a synthetic description of each event (and links to the corresponding paragraph). The label that the mouse pointer generates shows the visible paragraph's event type (that is, "Funding/Capital event").
Case study
We analyzed the overall Namic approach in a financial domain where a specific world model has been semiautomatically induced from the same news item collection. This collection consists of 13,400 news items from Financial Times issued from July 2000 to January 2001. We used this collection as a source of information for learning a financial world model. (We discuss the different phases in the "Adaptivity in Namic" section.) After lexical learning for about 400 verbs, the world model included 12 event types with 465 extraction rules (or verb clusters). Table  1 shows the distribution of rules across the 12 event classes. We then applied manual validation as the acceptance of verb clusters (with patterns) and their categorization in the eventtype hierarchy. We carried out no further manual tuning on the world model. We have evaluated and manually validated this world model against 100 news items randomly selected from the document collection.
Because the quality of the linking capability depends on the information extraction accuracy, we evaluated two measures: the quality of the slot filling (that is, the number of correct template elements versus the total number of such elements) and the event categorization ability (the percentage of correct event-type assignments). The test news items gave rise to 264 matched events over which we evaluated accuracy tests. The template slots are correctly filled in 67. errors are due to genuine word-sense ambiguity. However, the system's overall classification capability (that is, the assignment of correct event types, among the 12, given the fired patterns) has a precision of 37.4 percent. Notice that these scores, although well below established state-of-the-art results (such as those reported at related conferences 12, 13 ) , are obtained on a larger set of event types (12 different classes of events) and over a lexical semantic knowledge derived almost in a fully automatic way. Manual validation and classification of patterns with regard to event types was quite straightforward, and it still leaves space for big improvements. (The analysis of thousands of different patterns took about two days for two skilled knowledge engineers, including one of the authors.) However, a user validation is ongoing. We look forward to feedback from direct users (journalists and editorial boards), which will provide a more effective and comprehensive validation of the overall methodology.
M
ain work on this project in the near future includes systematically evaluating and assessing the different components. However, the kind of scenario embodied by Namic (that is, multilingual and large-scale IE) also creates concrete opportunities for other tasks such as summarization and question answering. These functionalities are certainly worth a deeper and more thorough exploration. After all, we will be unable to assess any kind of languageaware information access model until a wide empirical validation becomes possible: Namic is a step toward the dimensions and complexity suitable to this enterprise.
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